Prosthetic heart valves: evaluation of magnetic field interactions, heating, and artifacts at 1.5 T.
The purpose of this study was to use ex vivo testing techniques to determine the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) safety aspects for 32 different heart valve prostheses that had not been evaluated previously in association with the 1.5-T MR environment. Ex vivo testing was performed using previously described techniques for the evaluation of magnetic field interactions (deflection angle and torque), heating [gel-filled phantom and fluoroptic thermometry; 15 minutes of MRI at a specific absorption rate (SAR) of 1.1 W/kg], and artifacts (using gradient echo and T1-weighted spin-echo pulse sequences). Thirteen heart valve prostheses displayed interactions with the magnetic field. However, these magnetic field interactions were considered relatively minor. Heating was < or =0.8 degrees C for these implants. Artifacts varied from mild to severe depending on the amount and type of metal used to make the particular heart valve prosthesis. For these 32 different heart valve prostheses, the relative lack of substantial magnetic field interactions and negligible heating indicate that MR procedures may be conducted safely in individuals with these implants using MR systems with static magnetic fields of 1.5 T or less.